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ABSTRACT
This is an annotated translation. The purposes of this research are
to attain factual information concerning the problems faced by the
researcher in the course of translating the source text and to find
the solutions of the problems based on the relevant principles,
strategies and theories of translation. The method used by the
researcher to conduct this research are introspetive and retrospecive
methods. The result of the research showed that the 4 chosen data to
be analyzed used the following translation strategies: loan, calque,
unit shift, and interpersonal change. The analysis of the data are
based on the principles of translation and translation strategies. It
is found out that not all 30 translation strategies and 13 principles
of translation are used.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of The Study
The
researcher,
also
the
translator, conducts an annotated
translation from English into Indonesian with the topic Annotated
Translation of The Convict’s Daughter. In this study, the researcher
wants to know the difficulties encountered during the process of
translating the novel by annotating
several words, phrases, clauses,
sentences, idioms, or figures of
speech that are difficult for the
translator to translate. Furthermore, the researcher also uses
principles of translation, translation strategies, and theories of
translation to help her overcome
the difficulties.
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translation,

Introspective,

The researcher has taken this
area namely annotated translation
in order to widen her experience in
translation. By conducting this research, the researcher detects the
problems emerging during the process of translation. The problems
encountered will then be analyzed
and given reasonable reasons for
their translation. The translation
from English into Indonesian is
chosen due to the familiarity of
the
Indonesian
language,
mostly
known by the researcher as her native language.
1.2 Problem Formulation
Based on the research background, the writer formulates the
problem of the study are:
1. What the difficulties/problem to
look for the equivalents in the
target language?
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2. How to analyze competence of the
researcher/translator in solving
the problems she has encountered?
1.3 Aims of The Study
The aims of the study are:
1. To find difficulties/problem to
look for the equivalents in the
target language.
2. To analyze competence of the
researcher/translator in solving
the problems she has encountered.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Annotation
Annotation is a note added to
a text, book, drawing, etc., as a
comment or explanation. Annotation
usually used to make or furnish
critical or explanatory notes or
comment.
2.2

Annotated Translation
As
William
and
Chesterman
(2002) explained that, “a translation with commentary (or annotated
translation) is a form of introspective and retrospective research
where you yourself translate a text
and, at the same time, write a
commentary on your own translation
process”.
2.3

Translation
According to Machali (2000)
defines translation as the replacement of textual material in
one language (SL) by equivalent
textual material in another language (TL).
Meanwhile, Simatupang (2000),
states that translation is transferring meaning from source language into target language and recreating it in TL with the most
proper forms based on the structure
of TL. Translating involves two
languages, the source language and
the target language.
There are 18 techniques according to Molina and Albir in their
book Translation Techniques Revi-

sited: Dynamic and Functionalist
Approach:
1. Adaptation: To replace a ST
cultural element with one from
the target culture
2. Amplification: To introduce details that is not formulated in
the ST: information, explicative
paraphrasing.
3. Borrowing: To take a word or
expression straight from another
language.
4. Calque: Literal translation of a
foreign word or phrase; it can
be lexical or structural.
5. Compensation: It aims to introduce a source text element of
information or stylistic effect
in another place in target text
because it cannot be reflected
in the same place as in the
source text.
6. Description: To replace a term
or expression with a description
of its form or/and function.
7. Discursive creation: It is to
establish a temporary equivalence that is totally unpredictable outof context.
8. Established equivalent: To use a
term or expression recognized
(by dictionaries or language in
use) as an equivalent in the TL.
9. Generalization: To use a more
general or neutral term. It is
in opposition to particularizetion.
10. Linguistic
Amplification:
To
add linguistic elements. This
is often used in consecutive
interpreting and dubbing.
11. Linguistic compression: To synthesize linguistic elements in
the TT. It is in opposition to
linguistic amplification.
12. Literal translation: To translate a word or an expression
word for word.
13. Modulation: To change the point
of view, focus or cognitive
category in relation to the ST;
it can be lexical or structural.
14. Particularization:
To
use
a
more precise or concrete term.
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15.

16.

17.
18.

It is in opposition to generalization.
Reduction: To suppress a ST
information item in the TT. It
is in opposition to amplification.
Substitution: To change linguistic elements for paralinguistic
elements
(intonation,
gestures) or vice versa.
Transposition:
To
change
a
grammatical category.
Variation: To change linguistic
or paralinguistic elements (intonation, gestures) that affect
aspects of linguistic variation: changes of textual tone,
style,
social
dialect,
geographical dialect.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1

Research Design
This research uses qualitative
method.
Qualitative
research
is
descriptive. The data collected is
in the form of words rather than
numbers. The written results of the
research contain quotation from the
data to illustrate and substantiate
the presentation (Bogdan, 1992).
The writer chose qualitative method
because the data, which is participial adjective, is presented in
form of words and clauses.
3.2

Source of The Data
The source of the data in this
research is a novel entitled The
Convict’s Daughter. This novel was
written by Joyce Nicholson in 1976
and translated by the researcher
herself.
3.3

Data Collection Procedure
The data of this study were
collected through qualitative observation method.
3.4

Collection of The Data
While translating the source
text,
the
researcher/translator
collects the data being investigated. The total of the data found
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is 169 data of 15000 words translated. Table 1 shows the few of
them.
Table.1 Data Found in English and in
Indonesian
No
ST
TT
1
Her eyes on the Sementara
basket
at
her matanya
feet, Ellen stood tertuju
pada
beside the red- keranjang
di
coated,
shouting kakinya, Ellen
sergeant.
berdiri
di
samping sersan
berjas
merah
yang
tengah
berteriakteriak.
2
A
family,
a Suatu
large,
obviously keluarga,
respectable
keluarga
family, and all besar,
jelas
together, on this keluarga yang
ship!
terhormat, dan
semuanya
bersama-sama,
di kapal ini!
3
For
a
moment Sejenak Ellen
Ellen
thought memikirkan
sadly of her own tentang ibunya
mother.
sendiri dengan
pilu.
4
She
remembered Ia
ingat
when
Mama
had ketika
Mama
been taken away dibawa
ke
to
prison
and penjara
dan
their hated Aunt Bibi Anne yang
Anne had removed mereka
benci
them to her tiny telah
house
in
a memindahkan
crowded,
filthy mereka
ke
street
near rumahnya yang
London Bridge.
amat kecil di
jalanan sesak
dan
kumuh
dekat
London
Bridge.
5
At all costs she Bagaimanapun
must
get
Mama caranya
ia
down
into
the harus membawa
ship.
Mamanya turun
ke kapal.
6
When they reached
Ketika mereka
the bottom of the
sampai
pada
ladder, they both
anak
tangga
stood and looked
yang terakhir,
around them in
mereka berdua
bewilderment.
berdiri
dan
memandang
sekitar mereka
dengan sangat
kebingungan.
7
A few were trying
Beberapa orang
to get into bunks
mencoba masuk
already occupied
ke
tempat
by others, while
tidur
yang
those in
telah
possession pushed
ditempati
them out.
orang
lain,
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No

4.

ST

TT
sementara
mereka
yang
telah
menempatinya
mendorong
beberapa orang
tadi keluar.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the process of translating
the source text, the researcher/translator has found difficulties/problems and these had become
the data. The researcher/translator
has collected 169 data. Of those
collected data, 4 data are taken to
be
analyzed.
Below
are
the
annotation and analysis of the 4
data.

Comment:
The word ...Committee... in
the English source text is adopted
into ...Komite... in the Indonesian
language by changing the letters
from c ... m-m-i-t-t-e-e into k ...
m-i-t-e. This is called calque.
2. Translation Strategy
Syntactic Strategy: Calque
“This strategy covers both the
borrowing of individual items and
the borrowing of syntagma” (Chesterman, 2000, p. 94).
Example:
ST
Both
trolleys
hit
the
barrier
and
bounced
backward;
Ron’s trunk fell off
with a loud thump.
(p. 44/11)

Data 1
ST

TT

Her
eyes
on
the
basket at her feet,
Ellen stood beside
the
red-coated,
shouting sergeant.

Sementara
matanya
tertuju
pada
keranjang
di
kakinya,
Ellen
berdiri di samping
sersan berjas merah
yang
tengah
berteriak-teriak.

TT
Kedua troli menabrak
palang rintangan dan
memantul balik. (p.
86/2)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets and its translation Harry
Potter dan Kamar Rahasia by Srisanti)

Comment
The word ...sergeant in the
English source text is adopted into
...sersan in the Indonesian language which is called calque.

Comment:
The word ...trolley... in the
English source text is adopted into
...troli... in the Indonesian language by changing the letters from
l-l-e-y into l-i.
This is called
calque.

1. Principle of Translation
“Meaning.
The
translation
should reflect accurately the meaning of the original text. Nothing
should be arbitrarily added or
removed...” (Duff, 1990, p. 10).
Example:

3. Theory of Translation
“A calque is a special kind of
borrowing whereby a language borrows an expression form of another, but then translates literally
each of its elements.” (Hatim and
Munday, 2004, p. 149).

ST

TT

“...Mortlake
was
taken
away
for
questioning
about
some
extremely
odd
ferrets, but that’s
the
Committee
on
Experimental Charms,
thank goodness…” (p.
25/7)

Mortlake
dibawa
pergi
gara-gara
mempertanyakan
beberapa binatang
sejenis
musang
yang
sudah
tua
sekali, tapi itu
tugas Komite Jimat
Eksperimental,
untungnya..." (p.
52/1)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets and its translation Harry
Potter dan Kamar Rahasia by Srisanti)

Example:
ST

TT

...Uncle
Vernon
had been treating
him like a bomb
that might go off
at any moment...
(p. 2/7)

...Paman
Vernon
memperlakukannya
seperti
bom
yang
bisa meledak setiap
waktu... (p. 9/4)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)
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Comment:
The word ...bomb... in the
English source text is adopted into
...bom... in the Indonesian language by changing the letters from
b-o-m-b into b-o-m. This is called
calque.
Data 2
ST

TT

For a moment Ellen
thought sadly of
her own mother.

Sejenak
Ellen
memikirkan
tentang
ibunya sendiri dengan
pilu.

Comment
For a moment... is a phrase in
English and it is translated into
sejenak... which is a word in the
Indonesian language.
1. Principle of Translation
“Meaning. The translation should reflect accurately the meaning
of the original text. Nothing should be arbitrarily added or removed, though occasionally part of
the meaning can be ‘transposed’”
(Duff, 1990, p. 10).
Example:
ST
“Why?” said Harry
in
surprise.
(p. 11/2)

TT
"Kenapa?"
tanya
Harry
kaget.
(p.
25/5)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

Comment:
...in surprise is a phrase in
English and it is translated into
...kaget which is a word in the Indonesian language.
2. Translation Strategy
Syntactic strategy: Unit shift
Chesterman (2000) citing Catford (1965) “The unit are: morpheme, word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph. A unit shift
occurs when a ST unit is translated
as a different unit in the TT...”
(p. 95).
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Example:
ST
TT
He made a grab for Dia berusaha merebut
the
letters,
but surat-surat
itu,
Dobby jumped out of tetapi Dobby melompat
reach.
menjauh. (p. 28/9)
(p. 12/10)
(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

Comment:
...out of reach is a phrase in
English and it is translated into
...menjauh which is a word in the
Indonesian language.
3. Theory of Translation
Munday (2001) citing Catford
(1965) “Unit shifts or rank shifts:
These are shifts where the translation equivalent in the TL is at a
different rank to the SL. ‘Rank’
here refers to the hierarchical
linguistic units of sentence, clause, group, word and morpheme” (p.
61).
Example :
ST
“If a long succession
of
Hogwarts
headmasters
and
headmistresses
haven’t
found
the
thing” (p. 152/1)

TT
“Kalau
sederet
kepala
sekolah
Hogwarts
tidak
menemukannya...
”
(p. 189/1)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

Comment:
...a long succession... is a
phrase in English and it is translated into ...sederet... which is a
word in the Indonesian language.
Data 3
ST

TT

She remembered when
Mama had been taken
away to prison and
their
hated
Aunt
Anne
had
removed
them to her tiny
house in a crowded,
filthy street near
London Bridge.

Ia ingat ketika Mama
dibawa
ke
penjara
dan Bibi Anne yang
mereka benci telah
memindahkan
mereka
ke
rumahnya
yang
amat
kecil
di
jalanan
sesak
dan
kumuh dekat London
Bridge.
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Comment:
...London Bridge is a name of
a bridge in the English source text
and it is retained ...London Bridge
in Indonesian which is called loan.

it is retained ...roller-coaster...
in Indonesian which is called loan.

1. Principle of Translation
“Meaning. The translation should reflect accurately the meaning
of the original text. Nothing should be arbitrarily added or removed...” (Duff, 1990, p. 10).

3. Theory of Translation
Larson (1998):
“A loan word refers to a word
which is from another language and
is unknown to most of the speakers
of the receptor language. Loan
words are commonly used for the
names of people, places, geographical areas, etc” (p. 186).

Example:

Example :

ST
TT
Not only were there Di situ tak hanya
a
dozen
frost- ada
selusin
pohon
covered
Christmas Natal
berselimut
trees
and
thick salju
dan
untaian
sreamers
of
holly tebal
holly
dan
and
mistletoe mistletoe
yang
crisscrossing
the dipasang
bersilangceiling...
silang
di
langit(p. 212/4)
langit... (p. 264/3)
(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

1. Comment:
...holly...mistletoe...
which
is a kind of plant in the English
source text is retained ...holly...mistletoe... in the Indonesian target text which is called
loan.
2. Translation Strategy
Syntactic Strategy: Loan
“This strategy covers both the
borrowing of individual items and
the borrowing of syntagma” (Chesterman, 2000, p. 94).
Example:
ST
...he began a kind of
roller-coaster
ride
around the edge of
the stadium,... (p.
170/7)

TT
Dia mulai terbang
dengan
model
roller-coaster
mengelilingi
stadion,...
(p.
212/2)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation by
Listiana Srisanti)

Comment:
The word ...roller-coaster...
is a kind of track in English and

ST
What
did
the
Dursleys
care
if
Harry lost his place
on
the
House
Quidditch
team
because
he
hadn’t
practiced
all
summer? (p. 2/8)

TT
Apa
pedulinya
keluarga
Dursley
kalau
Harry
kehilangan
tempat
di tim Quidditch
asramanya
karena
dia tidak berlatih
selama
musim
panas? (p. 9/2)

(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

Comment:
The word ...Quidditch... is a
kind of sport in English and it is
retained ...Quidditch... in Indonesian which is called loan.
Data 4
ST
‘Can I take my bed
and sleep with Mama
in
the
hospital?’
she asked suddenly,
looking up for a
moment.

TT
‘Bisakah
saya
mengambil alas tidur
dan
tidur
dengan
Mama
di
rumah
sakit?’ ia tiba-tiba
bertanya,
sambil
mendongak
untuk
sesaat.

1. Comment:
In spite of using aku, daku,
or diriku, which are the Indonesian
equivalence of the English pronoun
I..., the translator prefers to use
…saya... since the speaker is a
young girl and the hearer is a
doctor in order to retain the sense
of politeness and formality.
2. Principle of Translation
“Meaning. The translation should reflect accurately the meaning
of the original text. Nothing sho-
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uld be arbitrarily added or removed..............................
...................................
...................................
............................
• Is the dictionary meaning of a
particular word the most suitable one?” (Duff, 1990, p. 10).
Example:
ST
But
Harry,
who
felt wide awake,
said
quickly,
“I’ll help Ron.
I’ve never seen a
de-gnoming
—”.
(p.23/5)

TT
Tetapi
Harry
yang
sama
sekali
tidak
mengantuk,
buru-buru
berkata, "Saya akan
membantu
Ron.
Saya
belum pernah melihat
pembersihan
jembalang..."(p.
47/4)
(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

1. Comment:
Since the speaker in the story
is a young boy talks to his
mother’s friends, it is better to
translate the English pronoun I...
into Saya..., instead of aku, in
order to retain the sense of politeness and formality.
2. Translation Strategy
Pragmatic Strategy: Interpersonal
change
“This strategy operates at the
level of the overall style: it alters the formality level, the degree of emotiveness and involvement, the level of technical lexis
and the like; anything that involves a change in the relationship
between
text/author
and
reader”
(Chesterman, 2000, p. 110).

Potter
dan
Srisanti)

Kamar

Rahasia

by

Listiana

1. Comment:
Since the speaker is a student
who talks to his teacher, the
translator translated the English
pronoun I... into Saya..., instead
of aku, in order to retain the
sense of politeness and formality.
2. Theory of Translation
“...the language people use
varies depending on such interpersonal relationships as mother/
child,
doctor/patient,
or
superior/inferior in status ..........
...................................
...................................
...................................
It depends on whether one sees
a certain level of formality as
‘right’ from the perspective of the
source culture or the target culture” (Baker, 1992, p.16).
Example :
ST
TT
“Professor,
I "Profesor, saya ingin
wanted to watch my melihat
adik
saya
sister
being diseleksi..."
(p.
Sorted —” (p.54/3) 103/9)
(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
Potter
dan
Kamar
Rahasia
by
Listiana
Srisanti)

Comment:
Since the speaker is a student
who talks to his teacher, the
translator translated the English
pronoun I... into Saya..., instead
of aku, in order to
retain the
sense of politeness and formality.

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Example:
ST
Harry
gaped
at
her. Now she said
it, that seemed
the obvious thing
to have done.
“I
—
I
didn’t
think —” (p.53/1)

TT
Harry
ternganga.
Setelah
Profesor
McGonagall
mengatakannya,
baru
terpikir
itulah
yang
seharusnya
mereka
lakukan.
"Saya—saya
tidak
berpikir..."(p. 101/9)
(Taken from Rowling’s Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry
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During the process of translating, for sure the translator
will find difficulties/problem to
look for the equivalents in the
target language. Those difficulties
should especially be stressed here
as one of the procedures in the
course of translation as the researcher/translator has to prove
her capability in translating. The
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second problem is as much more important as it shows the competence
of
the
researcher/translator
in
solving the problems she has encountered. Due to the limited number of the data, not all language
theories,
translation
theories,
principles
of
translation,
and
translation strategies are used for
analyzing. That problems can be
suggestion to the next research.
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